
LMS/EPSRC Short Instructional Course in Model Theory

Abstracts of Lectures

Lecture course I David Evans (University of East Anglia). Introduction to
Geometric Stability Theory

Abstract.
Geometric stability theory grew out of Morley’s work on uncountably categor-

ical structures. Originally developed by Shelah as the study of the ‘classifiability’
of the models of a theory, it has been shown to have a much wider mathematical
significance, largely through the work of Hrushovski and Zilber. These lectures
will look at some of the characteristic aspects of the theory, focusing on the basic
notion of a strongly minimal structure : a structure which cannot be split into
two infinite definable pieces. Classical examples of these are pure sets, vector
spaces (in a suitable language), and algebraically closed fields. All of these carry
a natural notion of dimension which is generalized by the model-theoretic notion
of Morley rank . The Trichotomy Conjecture from the 1980’s predicted that any
strongly minimal structure should resemble one of these examples. Counterex-
amples to this produced by Hrushovski in 1988 opened the door to unexpected
developments in the model theory of the exponential function and analytic struc-
tures.

The lectures will cover: basic model theory with examples; strongly minimal
structures; Morley rank; amalgamation constructions and Hrushovski’s coun-
terexamples to trichotomy

Lecture Course II Marcus Tressl (University of Manchester). Introduction to
o-minimality with Applications.

Abstract. The subject of o-minimality was created in the late 1970s inside
mathematical logic (and is still a major research topic there) as a framework for
‘tame’ mathematics. Here, tameness means to work rigorously from the beginning
with mathematical objects that are tractable in applications, rather than dealing
with theoretical pathologies in the classical formulation. The concept was rapidly
absorbed into real analytic geometry, where people have been looking for such a
tame context since the beginning of the last century. Tameness as presented in
o-minimality is widely considered as a realisation of Grothendieck’s demand on
how to develop mathematics (see his ‘Esquisse d’un programme’).

The course will give an introduction to o-minimality including the most fun-
damental theorems on o-minimal structures, like cell decomposition, ordinary
dimension theory, Euler characteristic, Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension (with ap-
plications to learnability of neural networks). The course will describe three im-
portant o-minimal structures, the real field, the real field expanded by analytic
functions restricted to bounded sets and the real field together with the global ex-
ponential function. We will also demonstrate the key role of o-minimality in two
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areas: (i) decidability questions of structures on the real field, (ii) real algebraic
and analytic geometry.

Lecture Course III, Boris Zilber (Oxford University). Geometric Stability and
Zariski Geometries.

Abstract.
This course will concentrate on developments around the Trichotomy con-

jecture (see I). Topics include: pseudoplanes and the Weak Trichotomy Theo-
rem, with scheme of proof; locally finite case (totally categorical theories) with
scheme of proof; from pseudoplanes to Zariski geometries; classification results;
non-classical Zariski geometries, and examples; Hrushovski counter-examples to
Trichotomy and their reinterpretation; analytic Zariski structures.

Guest Lecture I.
Anand Pillay (University of Leeds). Around Mordell-Lang and Manin-Mumford.
Abstract. I will discuss relationships between the (true) statements of the

Mordell-Lang and Manin-Mumford conjectures over function fields in both posi-
tive and 0 characteristic. A motivation is the search for a direct proof of ML over
function fields in positive characteristic.

Guest Lecture II.
Jonathan Pila (Bristol and Oxford Universities). Some diophantine applica-

tions of o-minimality.
Abstract. I will describe a result, joint with Alex Wilkie, about the distribution

of rational points on a set definable in an o-minimal structure over the reals. A
surprising strategy, proposed by Umberto Zannier, applies this result to approach
diophantine problems in the Manin-Mumford-Andre-Oort circle of conjectures.

Guest Lecture III.
Angus Macintyre (Queen Mary, University of London). Algebraic properties

of Zilber’s exponential.
Abstract. I will survey what is known, and what is not yet understood, about

Zilber’s existentially closed exponential fields. The key points will be definability
of elements, automorphisms, and relations to the real exponential field.
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